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Abstract—Meta-programming has shown much promise for improving the quality of software by offering programming language techniques to address issues of modularity, reusability, maintainability, and extensibility. A system that supports meta-programming is able to generate or manipulate other programs to extend their behavior. This paper describes OpenFortran, a Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) that is able to bring the power of meta-programming to Fortran, one of the most widely used languages in the area of High Performance Computing (HPC). OpenFortran provides a framework that allows library developers to build arbitrary source-to-source program transformation libraries for Fortran programs. To relieve the burden of learning the details about how the underlying transformations are performed, a domain-specific language named SPOT has been created that allows developers to specify direct manipulation of programs. The paper provides a general motivation for using a MOP in HPC and offers details about the implementation of OpenFortran and SPOT. As an example, the paper demonstrates how to use the framework to build a simple profiling library.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Meta-programming is a technique for writing programs that generate or manipulate other programs [2]. The program that generates or manipulates other programs is called a meta-program and the program that is manipulated is the object program or base program. Unlike most programs that operate on data elements, meta-programs take more complex components (code or specification) as input, and transform or generate new pieces of code according to input specifications [3].

A meta-object protocol (MOP) enables the extension or redefinition of a program’s semantics to make it open and extensible by providing a set of interfaces to access the program’s underlying implementation [15]. MOPs are a powerful tool to provide open implementation [11] of a program by means of object-oriented and reflective techniques that organize a meta-level architecture [5]. To allow transformation from a meta-level, there must be a clear representation of the base program’s internal structure and entities (e.g., the classes and methods defined within an object-oriented program), in addition to well-defined interfaces through which these entities and their relations can be manipulated [1]. MOPs add the ability of meta-programming to programming languages by providing users with standard interfaces to modify the internal implementation of the program. Through the interface, programmers can incrementally change the implementation and the behavior of a program to better suit their needs. Furthermore, a metaprogram can capture the needs of a commonly needed feature and be applied to several different base programs.

A MOP may perform the underlying adaptation of the base program at either run-time or compile-time. Run-time MOPs function while a program is executing and can be used to perform real-time adaptation, for example the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [13] that allows the mechanisms of inheritance, method dispatching, and class instantiation to be modified during program execution. In contrast, meta-objects in compile-time MOPs only exist during compilation and may be used to manipulate the compilation process to change the meaning of a base program. Though not as powerful as run-time MOPs, compile-time MOPs are easier to implement and offer an advantage in reducing run-time overhead.

Aspect-Oriented programming (AOP) [16] is a programming paradigm closely linked with MOP. AOP is designed specifically to deal with crosscutting concerns (i.e., concerns that are not isolated to one module, such as logging and profiling), by providing new language constructs to separate those concerns. Although effective in representing crosscutting concerns in many contexts, the AOP-based approach has its limitations. AOP only supports code transformation around join points, which is often not sufficient for expressing more fine-grained program transformations at arbitrary places [19]. The MOP-based approach is superior over the AOP-based approach in some cases because MOPs provide a richer interface that can be used to deal with a wider range of transformation challenges in more diverse scenarios that are not limited to crosscutting concerns. A MOP is one way to implement aspect-oriented programming languages.

MOPs have been implemented for a few mainstream object-oriented languages. For example OpenC++ [12] for C++ and OpenJava [10] for Java are exemplary compile-time MOPs. However, there are no MOPs existing for Fortran that could be used to support program adaptation for High Performance Computing (HPC) needs. In the HPC community, there is a vast body of legacy code in Fortran written to address HPC concerns, and even today Fortran remains a dominant
programming language in HPC [9]. It is often very expensive to make changes to legacy code on a large scale [6]. The procedural paradigm and lower-level programming constructs make Fortran applications even more difficult to maintain and evolve.

In order to facilitate software maintenance and evolution in HPC systems, we introduce the power of meta-programming to Fortran by the means of a MOP. Even though the MOP mechanism relies on objects, the base-level language is not required to be object-oriented [5]. In this paper we describe our compile-time MOP for Fortran, called OpenFortran, that provides capabilities to extend Fortran programs.

There is a steep learning curve for most developers when attempting to use the interfaces provided by MOPs like OpenFortran to perform program translation. To assist developers in accessing the capabilities of OpenFortran, we have created a DSL, named SPOT (Specifying PrOgram Transformations), which sits on top of OpenFortran and provides a higher level of abstraction for expressing program transformations. With OpenFortran and SPOT, source-to-source program transformation libraries can be built in a manner that is transparent, whereby developers do not need to know the details on how the transformations are performed in OpenFortran.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II and Section III mainly discuss the design and implementation details of OpenFortran and SPOT. Section IV describes a case study to show how the framework can be used to develop program transformation libraries. Section V shows related work. In Section VI, we illustrate our future work and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. THE OPENFORTRAN FRAMEWORK

OpenFortran can be used to facilitate software maintenance and evolution in systems coded in Fortran of various versions. The primary motivation for OpenFortran is to solve software evolution needs in HPC while avoiding performance degradation. Similar to OpenC++ [12] and OpenJava [10], OpenFortran is mainly a mechanism for library developers who are responsible for developing transformation libraries with the facilities provided by OpenFortran. The libraries work at the meta-level providing the capability of structural reflection to inspect and modify static internal data structures, OpenFortran also supports partial behavioral reflection, which assists in intercepting function calls and variable accesses to add new behavior to base-level programs written in Fortran.

The benefit to application programmers is that they can use the libraries to translate existing legacy application code in a transparent and repeated way. By their nature, most systems in HPC are computationally intensive and thus the performance should not be impaired by applying transformations. Therefore, we pursued an implementation of OpenFortran that offers control over compilation rather than over the run-time execution in order to avoid run-time penalties.

A. OpenFortran Design

In the infrastructure shown in Fig. 1, the base-level program is Fortran source code. The meta-level program refers to the libraries written in C++ to perform transformations on the base-level code. OpenFortran takes the meta-level transformation libraries and base-level Fortran code as input and generates the extended Fortran code. The extended Fortran code is composed of both the original and newly generated Fortran code that can be compiled by a traditional Fortran compiler like gfortran. In our approach, the low-level transformation is achieved by an open source compiler infrastructure (we use ROSE [4]) to which the Open Fortran Parser (OFP) [8] is used as a front-end to support Fortran 77/95/2003.

In a MOP, for a top-level entity in the base-level program, an object which is referred to as a meta-object will be created in the meta-level program to represent the entity. The class from which the meta-object is instantiated is called the meta-class. The meta-object for an entity holds the information to describe the structure and behavior of the entity and interfaces carefully designed to alter them. Through the MOP, an entity in the base-level program can be promoted to a first-class citizen that can be constructed at run-time, passed as a parameter to a function and returned or assigned to a variable [7]. The top-level entities in Fortran, such as modules and functions (including the program and subprograms) are represented by meta-objects in OpenFortran that can be manipulated to control the behavior of the base-level Fortran program. The working mechanism of OpenFortran can be described as source-to-source translation performed in the following steps:

1. The base-level Fortran source code is parsed and the top-level definitions for modules, classes and procedures are identified.
2. The parse tree is traversed and for any interested top-level definitions, a corresponding meta-object is constructed.
3. The member function of the meta-object, OFExtendDefinition() is called to modify the abstract syntax tree (AST) to perform transformations.
4. The parse trees created by all meta-objects are synthesized and transformed back to Fortran code, which is then processed by a general Fortran compiler.

B. OpenFortran Implementation Details

OpenFortran provides facilities to develop translation tools that are able to transform Fortran code in multiple scopes (e.g., manipulating a procedure, a module, a class) or even a whole project including multiple files. As an example, in the case when a programmer would like to create a new subroutine in a module, the translation tools need to be designed to focus the transformation on a module level. If a user would like to create a procedure and call it from the main program, the translation scope becomes the whole project. It is worth noting that project-wide translations are realized through procedure-wide, module-wide and class-wide translations. Usually, a typical transformation tool involves translations in multiple scopes.
The purpose of designing OpenFortran to perform translations in multiple scopes was to make it applicable to Fortran code written in different versions. For example, the concept of a module as a data structure was introduced in Fortran 90 and the class type declaration statement supporting object-oriented programming appeared in Fortran 2003. Therefore, for code in versions before Fortran 90, only procedure-wide and project-wide translations are needed to create a translator.

According to this design goal and based on the backward compatible syntax of Fortran2008, we have designed four types of meta-objects: global meta-objects (objects of class MetaGlobal), module meta-objects (objects of class MetaModule), class meta-objects (objects of class MetaClass) and procedure meta-objects (objects of class MetaProcedure). MetaGlobal, MetaModule, MetaClass and MetaProcedure are subclasses of class MetaObject and need to be inherited by user-defined meta-classes to apply transformations for specific constructs (a procedure, a module or a class), or for a whole project.

To allow application programmers to use libraries developed with OpenFortran by simply adding annotations, we invented a set of keywords for the Fortran grammar to identify the annotations associated with OpenFortran. Table 1 summarizes the features of these keywords, including the type of meta-object a keyword corresponds to, the place(s) in the application code where a keyword is added, and the translation scopes. For instance, META_MODULE is a new keyword designed to designate a meta-module, which is defined in the library code, to a module definition in application code and the translation scope is module-wide. The keywords will be illustrated in detail in the next section concerning how to use META_MODULE to add an annotation.

The member function OFExtendDefinition() declared in Meta-Object should be overridden by all subclasses to perform callee-side adaptions for the definition of a module, a class and a procedure (e.g., changing the name of a class, adding a new subroutine in a module, and inserting some statements in a procedure). OpenFortran also supports caller-side translations via overriding the following member functions of Meta-Object:

- OFExtendFunctionCall(string funName): to manipulate a function invocation where it is called
- OFExtendVariableRead(string varName): to intercept and translate the behavior of a variable read
- OFExtendVariableWrite(string varName): to intercept and translate the behavior of a variable write

Usually, different types of meta-objects can be used collaboratively in a transformation tool. If multiple-level translations are involved, the sequence of applying these meta-objects has to be arranged carefully to avoid conflicts. Library developers are advised to perform translations first on a low-level then a higher level, for example, translating a member procedure contained by a module before performing the module-wide translations.

### III. SPOT: A DSL FOR SPECIFYING PROGRAM TRANSFORMATIONS

MOP facilities offered by OpenFortran are more straightforward with respect to expressing the design intent of program transformation, compared to the APIs provided by the underling ROSE transformation engine, which manipulates an AST. However, OpenFortran also has a learning curve for those library developers who are not familiar with meta-programming and program transformation. As a first introduction, it is not an easy for developers to understand the MOP mechanism and to choose the proper MOP interfaces to transform a program.

It is usually the case that MOP programs are created to serve as a library for the purpose of enabling certain types of code transformation. Conflicts very likely occur when the functionality provided by a library can no longer satisfy the needs of application programmers. It will be a great benefit for programmers if there is a simpler way to tailor existing libraries to meet new needs or even build a new library.

We have built a DSL, named SPOT (Specifying PrOgram Transformations) on the top of OpenFortran to achieve the abstraction for expressing transformation tasks. The design goal is to provide language constructs that allow developers to perform direct manipulation on programs and hide the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Type of meta-object</th>
<th>Source Location for Annotations</th>
<th>Translation Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>META_PROCEDURE</td>
<td>MetaProcedure</td>
<td>program, function, subroutine, subprograms statement</td>
<td>procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>META_CLASS</td>
<td>MetaClass</td>
<td>Derived type statement</td>
<td>class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>META_MODULE</td>
<td>MetaModule</td>
<td>Module statement</td>
<td>module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>META_GLOBAL</td>
<td>MetaGlobal</td>
<td>Program statement</td>
<td>whole project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accidental complexities of using OpenFortran or ROSE. To raise the level of abstraction in using a MOP like OpenFortran, high-level programming concepts (e.g., functions, variables, statements and classes) are used in SPOT as building constructs. Built-in functions are provided to perform systematic actions on programming concepts, such as construct, add, delete, move and update. For example “addCallStatement(funName, arg1, arg2...)” as its name suggests, can be used to add a call-function statement to the current scope, with the function name “funName” and a list of arguments. Location and scope information is expressed in AspectJ-style [27], such as “Before(CallStatement funName)” and “Within(Module moduleName)” A wildcard feature is provided to translate source code in multiple locations with a similar scenario; for example, “Within(Function *)” finds all function definitions within a file.

Fig. 2 shows the transformation process after integrating SPOT into the OpenFortran framework. Instead of having to write C++ transformation code, developers now can specify desired translation tasks for their source Fortran code with constructs provided by SPOT. The remaining steps are automatically accomplished and are hidden from the developers. The open source parser generator ANTLR [28] is used for parsing a transformation specification in SPOT and the StringTemplate [29] is used to generate the actual meta-level transformation code in C++ with OpenFortran facilities. OpenFortran is responsible for carrying out the specified transformations on source Fortran code with the assistance of the low-level transformation engine ROSE. Fig. 3 shows part of the primary EBNF grammar for SPOT.

IV. A CASE STUDY: DEVELOPING A SIMPLE PROFILING LIBRARY USING OPENFORTRAN FRAMEWORK

In this section, we outline the implementation of the initial version of a profiling metaprogram to illustrate how to use our framework to develop a program transformation library. The library can be used to show the distribution of execution time among all procedures (subroutines, functions, subprograms in modules and type-bound procedures) in a project by recording the amount of time spent on executing each procedure.

A primary issue the developers of HPC software need to consider is how to make full use of resources available. Therefore, it is crucial for developers to understand the performance characteristics of the computing elements. Profiling is known as a useful technique in the area of HPC to help developers obtain an overview of system performance [23]. Via a profiling tool, detailed temporal characteristics of the run-time execution are collected to allow thorough analysis so as to provide a general view on source locations where time is consumed.

To implement the profiling library with OpenFortran, we first need to figure out what the application code looks like before and after applying the library, and then choose the appropriate interfaces to implement it.

Fig. 4 shows the example program after being translated. The statements in bold are generated and added to the source code. A module named profiling_mod is coded to provide the facilities for calculating the time an operation takes. Two member subprograms in this module profiling_call_start() and profiling_call_end() are designed to be used in pairs to get the elapsed execution time for a function or a subroutine. To achieve this, the internal subroutine SYSTEM_CLOCK is utilized. The profiling metaprogram should be able to build a statement that calls profiling_call_start and inserts it before the statement that calls a procedure to get the current value of the clock counter. Similarly, the metaprogram creates a
statement that calls `profiling_call_end` and adds it after the calling statement. In `profiling_call_end`, the time spent on a function-call is calculated by getting the current clock counter and subtracting the value that was obtained before the evaluated calling statement and passed as a parameter.

In this example, the program only has two function calls. It may not seem like a challenge to code manually for the purpose of implementing the profiling functionality. However, the situation becomes labor-intensive and error-prone when many more function calls are involved, which is often the case in larger applications. It is always costly to change code back and forth in a manual fashion, which is what this metaprogram automates. OpenFortran provides the ability to build a profiling library that automatically generates and integrates a new copy of the original application code and profiling code by manipulating the abstract syntax tree (AST) on a meta-level. To implement the profiling library within the scope of a program, the library programmers need to create a new meta-class inherited from class `MetaGlobal`, as shown in Fig. 5.

The member function `OFExtendDefinition()` needs to be overridden in `ProfilingMetaGlobal` to build the library, as shown in Fig. 5. The member variable `ProcedureList` in line 9 is defined in `MetaGlobal`, which holds all the `MetaProcedure` objects representing the main program, subroutines, functions, subprograms in modules and type-bound procedures. Line 9 loops through all the procedures to perform translations. Line 12 generates the module reference into the target procedure and type as `INTERGER`. Line 14 iterates through all statements in the target procedure to identify function-call statements. Once found, two additional call-subroutine statements are generated respectively and inserted before and after the located function-call statement, as indicated from line 18 to line 25.

The design focus of OpenFortran is to enable program translations in a transparent way, so that application programmers only need to add simple annotations to the top-level definitions of a module or a procedure to be translated, and the details on how to perform the transformations are hidden from the library users. It is simple to apply the profiling library we just created with OpenFortran by using the keyword `META GLOBAL`, which associates a meta-global with `Example_prog`. In our example, the meta-global is `ProfilingMetaGlobal`, which can be replaced by any other arbitrary meta-globals as required to perform project-wide translations.

The same profiling library can be implemented in SPOT in a more straightforward way. Fig. 6 indicates the basic structure of a program developed in SPOT with language constructs highlighted in bold. A SPOT program starts with a keyword “Transformer”, followed by a user-defined name, “ProfilingMetaGlobal” in this case. A transformer is usually composed of one or more scope blocks within which action statements or nested scope blocks are included. From line 3 to line 15 we define a scope block “Within(Procedure *)” denoting that transformations would be performed for all functions, subroutines and the program in the current code file. The rest of the action statements and nested scope blocks that are used in the example are self-explanatory. All words in italics are user-specified variants that will be generated directly to items in italics in Fig. 5.

The SPOT implementation for the profiling library only includes 8 lines of code in the example and it is easy to understand. Compared to coding with facilities of OpenFortran, SPOT is much easier to learn and use, and more intuitive by allowing developers to specify direct translations on high-level programming entities, which aligns well with their mental model of translating source code.

V. Related Work

Scientific computing is one of the earliest application areas of AOP [20]. Existing works are mainly applications of aspect languages for programming languages widely used in HPC, such as Java [19], C [22] and Fortran [18]. In [18], Roychoudhury et al. present the implementation of an aspect language for Fortran using a source transformation engine called DMS [21]. In our early work [17], we have implemented a domain-specific language (DSL) named Modulo-F that can be used to modularize crosscutting concerns by allowing programmers to specify actions to be applied at a point or a set of points that share some common features.

Much of the development concepts of MOPs occurred in the context of the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [23]. The initial design objective of the MOP for CLOS was to allow object-oriented Lisp to meet the ever-increasing user demands for extension. As a result, the MOP concept itself became a powerful tool that can also be used to solve many different problems emerging in other high-level languages.

OpenC++ was proposed by Chiba to bring the power of meta-programming to C++ [12]. The design goal of OpenC++ was to enable client users to develop customized language extensions or compiler optimizations through simple annotations.

OpenJava was designed as a MOP for Java by Tatsubori and Chiba [10]. It is a reflective system that is able to provide both structural and behavioral reflection. Instead of using abstract syntax tree (AST) as the main data structure to perform translation, OpenJava exploits a more advanced macro system that is able to hold the logical and contextual data.
Regarding productivity, accuracy in regards to HPC systems by saving a snapshot of the current system state and then utilizing it to restart the execution in case of failure [14]. It is especially crucial for long-running HPC applications to prevent losing the effect of work running for a long period of time. We are working on building an application-level checkpointing tool using OpenFortran. In our future efforts, we will continue to explore the possibility of using OpenFortran to address problems in HPC, especially those problems that are not convenient to address with AOP framework, named OpenFoo, suitable for extending an arbitrary programming language by creating a MOP for the language. The design goal is to allow end-users to specify source-to-source transformation to programs written in the language.

VI. FUTURE WORK

We will continue to work on SPOT to support more programming features. More case studies will also be performed using our framework and evaluation will be made to gain empirical information regarding productivity, accuracy and adaptability towards maintenance and evolution tasks.

Checkpointing is a technique that provides fault-tolerance to HPC systems by saving a snapshot of the current system state and then utilizing it to restart the execution in case of failure [14]. It is especially crucial for long-running HPC applications to prevent losing the effect of work running for a long period of time. We are working on building an application-level checkpointing tool using OpenFortran. In our future efforts, we will continue to explore the possibility of using OpenFortran to address problems in HPC, especially those problems that are not convenient to address with AOP-based approaches.

There is a lack of infrastructure support for language extension in the way of building a MOP for an arbitrary language. Therefore, we also propose to build a generalized framework, named OpenFoo, suitable for extending an arbitrary programming language by creating a MOP for the language. The design goal is to allow end-users to specify source-to-source transformation to programs written in the language.

VII. CONCLUSION

The work described in this paper is mainly focused on the OpenFortran framework that brings the power of meta-programming to Fortran programs. With OpenFortran, source-to-source program translation libraries can be built and then applied in a manner that is transparent to developers. To simplify the use of OpenFortran, we have implemented a DSL called SPOT for specifying program transformations.

Our experience has shown that the MOP mechanism, as a form of program extension, can be used to address a wide range of problems by facilitating the implementation of source-to-source program translators, especially suitable for, but not limited to those dealing with crosscutting issues like profiling and checkpointing.

In traditional approaches, library users are often forced to learn the specifications on how to use a library’s interfaces. However, to use libraries developed with OpenFortran, the only requirement is to attach the correct annotation to the source code in the correct place, whereby the underlying transformations are completely transparent to the users. It is also convenient to unplug the libraries by simply removing the annotation. The application code is kept intact because translations are performed on a generated copy of the original code. For systems in HPC where runtime efficiency is a prime concern, the libraries built with OpenFortran perform source-to-source transformations at pre-compile-time, which avoids runtime penalties.

Fig. 5. The meta-class implemented for the profiling library

```cpp
1. class ProfilingMetaGlobal: public MetaGlobal
2. {
3.  public:
4.   ProfilingMetaGlobal(SgNode* astNode);
5.   virtual bool OFExtendDefinition();
6. };
7. bool ProfilingMetaGlobal::OFExtendDefinition()
8. { for (OF_Procedure_Container::iterator i = ProcedureList_.begin(); i!= ProcedureList_.end(); i++)
9.    {
10.       MetaProcedure *fun = *i;
11.       fun->insertUseModuleStatement("profiling_mod");
12.       MetaVariable *mv = fun->addVariable("clock_start", "INTEGER");
13.       for(OF_Statement_Container::iterator j =fun->statementList_.begin(); j!= fun-> statementList_.end(); j++)
14.        {
15.          if(*j->StmtType() == V_SgFunctionCallExp)
16.            string name = "profiling call start";
17.            sgExprStatement* stmt1= buildFunctionCallStmt(name, buildParaList(*j)->getFunName(), mv);
18.            insertStatementBefore("", stmt1);
19.            name = "profiling call end";
20.            sgExprStatement* stmt2 = buildFunctionCallStmt(name, buildParaList(*j)->getFunName(), mv);
21.            insertStatementAfter("", stmt2);
22.        }
23.    }
24. }
25. }
```

Fig. 6. The profiling library written in SPOT

```cpp
1. Transformer ProfilingMetaGlobal
2. {Within(Procedure *)
3.  {
4.    AddUsingStatement(profiling_mod)
5.    AddVariable(clock_start, INTEGER)
6.    Before(CallStatement *)
7.    addCStatement(profiling_call_start, *
8.     .funName, clock_start)
9.   After(CallStatement *)
10.   addCStatement(profiling_call_end,
11.     *.funName, clock_start)
12.  }
13. }
14. }
15. }
16. }
```
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